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Abstract

to develop increasingly advanced models for asset pricing and market behaviour which can be used to identify
market opportunities, price products, or estimate risk.
The last several years have seen the expansion of hedging tools (as well as portfolio managements tools) for
various forms of financial risk (and not just market risk)
through the use of derivative financial products. Between
large investment banks which require massive computing
resources for day trading and over-night risk reporting
and the growing market in derivative products which require complex high-dimensional pricing simulations, the
need to harness and optimally utilize any and all available computing resources is more pressing than ever.
Large computing farms for batch serial execution of financial calculations are now well established within the
financial services industry. The PicsouGrid project attempts to introduce grid computing concepts to the domain, to provide automated load balancing, dynamic resource acquisition, fault tolerance, parallelism, and an
application framework which can be deployed on heterogeneous underlying resources. Monte Carlo simulations, as used in computational finance, are a particularly interesting category of grid job in that they are
generally “dynamically divisible” simulations, consisting of many simple iterative tasks (> 105 ) which can be
grouped together in arbitrary sizes, while still being part
of a larger algorithm with non-trivial issues of latency,
inter-task communication, and synchronisation. There
are three target audiences for this work: large financial
services firms which need to abstract their user and application interface from the underlying resources to provide a uniform, scalable, and robust computing environment; small financial services firms which need the flexibility to utilise diverse and possibly federated heterogeneous computing power; and pricing algorithm developers who want to focus on the pricing algorithm and not

As experience with independent and embarassingly parallel computations in a grid environment mature, it has
become possible to explore parallel computing on grids
with higher levels of inter-task communication. The PicsouGrid project applies grid computing concepts to computational finance, aiming to leverage heterogeneous resources for both time critical and high volume computations. It utilizes the ProActive Java distributed computing library to parallelize and distribute Monte Carlo option pricing simulations, concurrently utilizing 102 −103
workers. PicsouGrid has been deployed on various
grid systems to evaluate its scalability and performance.
Issues arising from the heterogeneity and layering of
grid infrastructures are addressed via an abstract process
model which is applied at each layer. Timings of both
the algorithms and the grid infrastructures are carefully
measured to provide better insight into the behaviour and
utilization of computational grids for this important class
of parallel simulation.
Keywords: computational grid, computational finance, grid performance

1 Introduction
The 1973 publication by Black and Scholes[1] of an analytical model for derivative financial products, namely
put and call options, ushered in a new era of computational finance. The commoditization, decrease in cost,
and increase in computational power of general purpose
computing resources has allowed market speculators, financial services firms, economists and mathematicians
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worry about resource management issues, or the complexity of coordinating multi-threaded, distributed, parallel programmes.
This paper reports on recent studies into the behaviour
of grids for the deployment of large-scale cross-site parallel applications (> 100 cores, > 5sites). The ProActive Java parallel/distributed computing library[2] has
been used to manage the deployment and synchronization of the parallel pricing algorithms onto the French
Grid5000 infrastructure[3], which provides over 3000
cores at 9 sites across the country. The key contributions of this work are empirical studies of intra- and intercluster heterogeneity, proposed performance metrics for
parallel applications in this domain, and a layered grid
process model which clarifies the stages of a grid job
and provides a common syntax for timing and logging
purposes.
The following section provides some background regarding the ProActive library, the Grid5000 computing
environment, the previous versions of PicsouGrid, and
the computational structure of Monte Carlo option pricing algorithms. The third section motivates the need for
a grid process model and presents a state machine model
which can recursively be applied at the various layers
found in typical grid environments. The fourth section
introduces a number of metrics useful in the domain of
parallel grid jobs. The fifth section presents the empirical results of our study, along with observations, analysis, and conclusions. The final section summarises our
work and describes the next steps for PicsouGrid and the
creation of a performant large scale parallel Monte Carlo
simulation environment for the grid.

market and asset. In the context of the work described
here, it is sufficient to state that these Monte Carlo simulations consist of 105 to 107 independent simulations,
typically taking anywhere from a few seconds to several
minutes for a single asset with a fixed option exercise
date (called a European option). These vanilla options
can be computed in parallel, typically in blocks of 103
to 104 iterations, and then the statistics gathered to estimate option prices. Two variations on vanilla options
which introduce much more computational complexity
are basket options, where a set of underlying assets are
considered together, and American options, where the
option can be exercised at any point up to the contract
expiry date. The complexity of a five asset American
option compared to an otherwise equivalent single asset
European option would be several orders of magnitude
greater, taking hours to compute serially. In a liquid market, such delays are generally unacceptable as the market
situation is continually changing. Pricing decisions generally need to be made in seconds or at most minutes to
be useful to market traders, hence the need to explore alternative strategies for pricing of complex options. Here
we consider parallel pricing algorithms, with an effort to
address large scale parallelisation with the goal of reducing computation time of a given complex pricing request
from hours to minutes.
Innovations over the last decade have made derivative products such as options a key part of global financial markets, partially due to computing advances which
have allowed market investors to more accurately price
these products. Better option pricing (that being more
accurate, more advanced models, and faster results) and
hedging provide a market advantage and are therefore of
great interest to market traders. To date, there has been
limited public discussion on the parallelisation of pricing algorithms, and even less on the computation of option prices in a grid environment. The reason for this is
partially due to the trade secrets financial services firms
have invested in developing their own pricing models and
computing environments to give them advantages over
their competitors. This work makes contributions to the
domain by implementing and making publicly available
various serial and parallel option pricing algorithms, a
framework for developing further algorithms, and a flexible grid computing environment to perform calculations.

2 Background
2.1 Project Goals
The PicsouGrid project aims to develop a framework for
developing and executing parallel computational finance
algorithms. As part of this work, several parallel option pricing algorithms have been developed. Options
are derivative financial products which allow the buying
and selling of risk related to future price variations. The
option buyer has the right (but not obligation) to purchase (for a call option) or sell (for a put option) some
asset in the future at a fixed price. Estimates of the option price are based on the well known arbitrage pricing theory: the option price is given by the expected
value of the option payoff at its exercise date. For example, the price of a call option is the expected value
of the positive part of the difference between the market value of the underlying asset and the asset fixed price
at the exercise date. The main challenge in this situation is modelling the future asset price and then estimating the payoff expectation, which is typically done using
statistical Monte Carlo simulations and careful selection
of the static and dynamic parameters which describe the

2.2 ProActive Java Library
PicsouGrid has been developed in Java with the
ProActive[2] parallel and distributed computing library.
The use of Java allows PicsouGrid to be used in a wide
range of computing environments, from standard Windows desktop systems, to large Linux clusters. ProActive implements the Active Object model to enable concurrent, asynchronous object access and guarantees of
deterministic behaviour. Incorporating ProActive into
PicsouGrid requires minimal modification of the frame2

work or specific algorithm implementations. ProActive
requires a few constraints on the construction of Objects which will be accessed concurrently, such as empty
argument constructors, limited use of self reference in
method call parameters, no checked exceptions, and nonprimitive, non-final return values for methods. In return,
ProActive provides a generic object factory which will
dynamically instantiate a “reified” version of any desired object on any available host, while providing the
application with a stub which can be utilised exactly as
an instance of the standard object. The reified object
consists of the proxy stub, a wrapper object, a message
queue, and a wrapped instance of the actual object. Only
the proxy stub is on the local node. The wrapper object is started by ProActive on the remote node (either
specified explicitly as a parameter to the object factory,
or selected automatically by ProActive), and contains a
message queue for all public method calls on the object,
and finally the wrapped object itself. PicsouGrid makes
heavy use of the Typed Group Communications features
of ProActive[4] to enable parallel execution of Monte
Carlo simulations, as well as broadcast and gather-cast
features for uniform configuration and interrogation of
worker object states. Through the use of ProActive it is
possible to run simulations on a single machine, a desktop grid, a traditional cluster, or on a full grid environment without any additional configuration effort in the
application. The ProActive deployment mechanism automatically contacts and initiates services and objects on
the remote nodes[5].

ican option pricing, it is necessary to do computations
in stages, and sometimes short iterative cycles where all
workers must be updated with newly calculated values
from the previous iteration. In this situation it is more
difficult to synchronize and recover from worker failures
at arbitrary points in the overall computation. The latest version of PicsouGrid shifts the focus from fault tolerance of workers and the overall infrastructure to autonomy, scalability, and efficient distribution of tasks for
complex option pricing algorithms. This is achieved via
a mechanism where masters and workers are merged into
general simulators. A simulator has the ability either to
complete any portion of the algorithmic computation itself, or similarly route it to a worker set. This model
provides a greater degree of flexibility in that computations can be initiated on a given object without regard
as to whether that object will complete the computation
itself or draw on a local, and possibly externally inaccessible, pool of “sub”-simulators. Furthermore, any computation by a simulator is voluntary, without expectation
of completion. This means a given simulator may request that its set of sub-simulators complete some stage
of a computation, however it is then up to those subsimulators to decide to do the work and return the results. The lead simulator does not expect the results for
work which has been allocated, which allows for the possibility that a given sub-simulator may fail or execute the
work packet very slowly. Instead, the lead simulator continues to hand out work packets until the job is complete.
The asynchronous, non-blocking nature of active objects
allows the fastest simulators to take more work packets
and for merging of results to occur as those packets are
completed, without any need for global synchronization.

2.3 PicsouGrid Architecture
Previous versions of PicsouGrid have focused on fault
tolerance and the use of JavaSpaces to provide a shared
data object environment as the primary strategy for coordinating parallel Monte Carlo simulations across a set
of workers[6]. A master-worker architectural approach
was followed with three layers: master, sub-masters, and
workers. The user accessed the system through the master, which in turn could be used to initiate sub-masters
associated with specific groups of computing resources
(typically clusters), each of which managed their own
local workers. When workers failed, this would be detected via a “heartbeat” mechanism and the worker replaced from a reserve pool. When sub-masters failed
they too would be replaced by the master. This architecture was developed for vanilla option pricing algorithms where each worker task consisted of a given number of iterations of the specified algorithm with a fixed
set of parameters. When a worker or sub-server was lost,
it was simply a matter of re-allocating the “lost” iterations to an existing or new replacement worker or subserver to continue. “State” for any set of workers (or
sub-masters) consisted exclusively of the number of iterations they had been allocated and not yet completed.
With the addition of more complex algorithms for Amer-

2.4 Grid5000
Grid5000 is a research-oriented grid based at 9 centres in France, and consisting of 16 cluster and over
3000 cores[3]. This research grid has a focus on parallelism and as such high performance networking is available within clusters, typically consisting of Myrinet or
Infiniband interconnects. Furthermore, sites are interconnected with 10Gb/s networking, allowing for intersite parallel computing. As a research environment,
Grid5000 is on a private network and not accessible by
the Internet, except through per-job port forwarding. The
focus on parallelism means a specialised scheduler has
been developed which can reserve blocks of nodes either
on a “best effort” basis (as many nodes as possible up
to a maximum), or a fixed number of nodes at a specific
time and for a specific duration. In Grid5000 parlance
a node is a physical host, with however many cores that
host happens to have being allocated to the user job. All
scheduling and reservations are done at the cluster level,
with some “helper” interfaces which will concurrently
launch reservations on a group of clusters, but make no
effort to coordinate reservations – this is left to the user
3

to manage manually. Finally, Grid5000 provides only
a basic interface for launching parallel jobs via a user
specified script which executes on a “leader” node for
each cluster. The MPI-style NODEFILE variable points to
a file containing the list of all nodes (by private network
hostname) allocated by the cluster for the job. It is then
up to this user script executing on each leader node to
utilise this list of nodes to initiate the parallel computation. There is no inherent facility for cross-cluster coordination, no global file space (typically all files are synchronized to cluster- or site-local network file systems),
and no automated logging facilities beyond capturing the
“standard output” and “standard error” for the script executing on the leader node. While this work focuses on
the infrastructure provided by Grid5000, since this was
used for the results presented in Section 5, many of these
characteristics are also shared with LCG[7] and OSG[8],
perhaps with the key exception that they both provide
grid-level scheduling. Grid scheduling allows jobs to be
submitted at the grid level, and then allocated to an appropriate site and cluster based on the characteristics described in the job meta-data. While Grid5000 lacks this
feature, LCG and OSG’s grid level scheduling does not
provide any facility for coordinated cross-site reservations for distributed parallel grid computing. One special feature Grid5000 provides, and which has not been
utilised in the work here, is the ability to create a custom system image which will be used by the job. This
image can then be replicated to all clusters and, to a degree, a homogeneous grid operating environment can be
created for the user’s grid job across all reserved nodes,
with Grid5000 managing the reboot and selection of system image in preparation for the job.

In a grid environment it is not possible to assume
the processors are uniform. In fact, during computation some processors may fail or proceed very slowly,
in which case the remaining processors should be able
to adjust their workload appropriately. This suggests applying a factor F to the number of processors P , such
that I iterations are divided by F × P . In a uniform
environment, each processor would handle F packets of
size I/(F × P ), however in a heterogeneous environment the faster processors would acquire > F packets,
and the slower processors < F , thus providing a degree
of load balancing. The selection of packet size has an impact on the waiting time for the last packet to be returned
(where smaller packets are better) versus the communications overhead of many packets (where larger packets
are better). Tuning this depends on many factors and
is not an objective of the work presented here, but will
be analysed in the future. Related to this issue of optimal packet size is the degradation in speed-up with additional processors. This is the classic problem of parallel
computing, again related to the CCR: Communicationsto-Computation Ratio. The goal of the work presented
here is to lay a foundation for a maximum number of
coordinated parallel processors to be utilised in a grid
environment, without regard to the ultimate efficiency of
the computation in this configuration. See Section 4 for
more discussion on the experimental design used for this
work and the definition we adopt for efficiency.
Some work which has been done on parallel grid
deployments of computational finance algorithms have
used the Longstaff-Schwartz[9], Picazo[10], and IbanezZapatero[11] algorithms. In particular, [12] looks at
using Longstaff-Schwartz in a grid environment, however with only a maximum of 12 processors. [13]
uses MPI with no more than 8 tightly coupled identi2.5 Parallel Monte Carlo Simulation
cal CPUs for the Boyle quasi-Monte Carlo stochastic
mesh algorithm[14]. [15] uses an SGI 32-CPU SMP
Monte Carlo simulations rely on a large number of in- machine for the original Broadie-Glasserman stochastic
dependent simulations of a model which makes use of mesh algorithm[16]. These efforts have shown the virandomly generated numbers. Aggregate behaviour of ability of parallel algorithms, with efficiencies ranging
the model is then determined by averaging the results, from 70 − 95% (depending on the number of parallel
taking into consideration the variance of the indepen- CPUs). While all of these cite market time constraints as
dent simulations. In a parallel environment this suggests a key issue for the parallelization of Monte Carlo-based
that the simulations are conducted concurrently by the American option pricing algorithms, none address the isavailable parallel processors. In a traditional homoge- sues of deployment and computation on heterogeneous,
neous parallel environment there is an implicit assump- distributed, dynamic, and large scale grid infrastructures,
tion that these simulations all take the same amount of aspects which are key goals of the PicsouGrid project.
time, so the division of the simulations is uniform, and
typically I total iterations are divided by P available processors at each stage, and each processor handles I/P 3 Grid Process Model
iterations. Complex models proceed in stages, possibly with convergence iterations, where the results from The Unix process model[17], with its three primary state
one stage must be gathered from all processors, merged, of READY, RUNNING, and BLOCKED, provides a common
and some updated parameters calculated and distributed basis for the implementation of POSIX operating sysback to each processor. This communication overhead tem kernels, and an understanding of the behaviour of a
can be a major bottleneck for parallel algorithm imple- process in a pre-emptive multi-tasking operating system.
mentations, and the impact increases with the number of Users and developers have a clear understanding of the
parallel processors.
meaning of system time (time spent on kernel method
4

calls), user time (time spent executing user code), and
wait/block time (time spent blocking for other processes
or system input/output). There are analogous requirements in a grid environment where users, developers,
and system administrators need to understand what state
and stage a “grid job” is in at any given time, and from
a post-mortem perspective be able to analyse the full
job life-cycle. The federated nature and automated lateallocation of disperse and heterogeneous computing resources to the execution of a grid job make it difficult
to achieve this. While some effort has been made to
produce a common semantic model for life-cycles and
process interaction on the grid (e.g. SAGA[18] and
CDDLM[19]), these have primarily focused on APIs or
new SOA models for service interaction of deployed applications, rather than a more modest goal of a logical
semantic model for grid jobs, when viewed as an extension of the traditional operating system process model.
Within the context of our work on a parallel grid
Monte Carlo simulation environment, it became clear
that a common model was necessary in order to understand latencies and behaviour within the various layers
of the grid environment on which our simulations were
being run. The remainder of this section defines terms
related to our grid process model and presents a recursive state machine which has been used for tracking the
life cycle of grid jobs. In fact, the model we have developed here is not specific to parallel Monte Carlo simulations on the grid, but is generally applicable for describing the state of a “grid process” where many sites, clusters, hosts, and “operating system processes” may concurrently be involved.

Basic Task A specific piece of work required
to be done as part of a job, providing the most
basic computational unit of the job, and designed for serial execution on a single hardware processor. The scheduling and management of a basic task may be handled by the
grid infrastructure, or delegated to a grid job.
Grid Job A task or a set of tasks to be
completed by a grid infrastructure, containing
meta-data to facilitate the management of the
task both by the user and a specific grid infrastructure.
Work-flow Job A grid job containing a set of
dependencies on its constituent basic tasks or
other grid jobs and which is responsible for the
coordinated execution and input/output management of those sub-jobs or sub-tasks.
Parallel Job A grid job which requires the coordinated parallel execution and communication of a set of basic tasks.
With this set of definitions we consider a simple parallel Monte Carlo simulation to consist of a parallel job
with a set of coordinated basic tasks, such that the grid
infrastructure provides a set of concurrent computing resources on which the simulation can initiate the parallel computation. A more complex phased Monte Carlo
simulation would consist of a work-flow job where each
phase of the work-flow would consist of a parallel job,
executing that phase’s parallel computation as part of the
larger Monte Carlo simulation. The grid infrastructure
is then responsible for the appropriate selection, reservation, and allocation/binding of the grid computing resources to the simulation job (whether simple or complex), based on the requirements described within the job
itself.

3.1 Grid Tasks and Jobs
There is no commonly agreed model for a task in a grid
environment. As a result, it is difficult to discuss and
design systems which manage the life-cycle of a programme executing on a grid. This is partially due to
the lack of a common definition of a “grid task”, and its
scope. The GGF Grid Scheduling Dictionary[20] offers
two short definitions which provide a starting point:

3.2 Recursive Layered State Machine
Figure 1 indicates the system layers typically found in a
grid environment and through which a grid job will execute. For a basic grid job, this will consist of one subprocess at each layer. It is possible that the Site layer will
not always be present, with Clusters being accessed directly by the grid infrastructure. The visibility of a particular Core, in contrast to the Host in which it exists,
also may not be distinguishable. Some clusters may allocate resources on a “per-host” basis, with all cores available for the executing task, while others may allocate a
number of tasks to a particular host up to the number of
physical cores available, trusting the host operating system to correctly schedule each grid task (executing as an
independent operating-system-level process) to a different core. Finally, the concept of a VM (virtual machine),
whether a user-level VM such as Java or an operating
system level VM such as Xen or VMWare, either may

Job An application or task performed on High
Performance Computing resources. A Job may
be composed of steps/sections as individual
schedulable entities.
Task A specific piece of work required to be
done as part of a job or application.
Besides the ambiguity introduced by suggesting that a
job is also a task, these definitions do not provide sufficient semantic clarity for distinguishing between workflows and parallel executions. We therefore feel it is necessary to augment these terms to contain the concept of
co-scheduling of resources to provide coordinated parallel access, possibly across geographically disperse resources. We propose the following definitions:
5

list of these are known via a file whose location is
given by OAR NODEFILE, which is used by a sub-script
spread-task), and then spawning one worker simulator
per physical processor core available on the particular
node (host) (via yet another sub-script all-cpus).
Only at this point (and coordinating when this point
has occurred is non-trivial) can the primary parallel simulation commence, now with each of the distributed
worker nodes properly initialised. In total, eight levels
of nested software scripts and six levels of system infrastructure have been traversed in order to get from a
single grid submit node to the thousands of distributed
grid cores where the parallel compute job is finally executed. When working in a cluster or grid environment

Grid
Site
Cluster
Host
Core
VM
process

Figure 1: Example of the various layers through which a
grid job executes.

many of the aspects which can be easily assumed in a
single node environment must be made explicit, and the
staging of execution is managed with possible time delays for synchronisation and queuing, and on completion
it is necessary to properly “tidy-up” to return the collective results. Taking these various factors into consideration, a five stage model is proposed which is applied at
each layer of the grid infrastructure. The stages, in order,
are defined as follows:

not exist within the grid environment, or may replace the
concept of a core, with one VM allocated to each core
within the host, and the host (or cluster) then scheduling
grid tasks on a “one-per-VM” basis.
It should be noted that Figure 1 only illustrates system level layers, predominantly representing the layers
of physical hardware and networking. There are also the
various layers of software, such as the grid framework,
the local cluster management system, the operating system, and any application framework which may simultaneously be in use.

CREATE prepares a definition of the process to be executed at this layer.
BIND associates the definition, possibly based on constraints within the definition, with a particular system at
this layer.

As a brief anecdotal example of this layering situation for a parallel grid job, consider the single command
shown in Listing 1. This initiates the parallel execution
of a Monte Carlo simulation for a simple European Option using the job launcher mygridsub which attempts to
submit the specified job to all Grid5000 clusters at the
same time. The parameter nodes=30 requests up to 30
nodes (equivalent to hosts) from each cluster, on a best
effort basis, while -r "2007-02-05 6:05:00" is the timing request for the job to start 5 February 2007 at 6:05am
CET, and to run for 1 hour ( walltime=1). The parameter es-bench1e9 is a script file which performs the actual
simulation.

PREPARE stages and data required for execution to the
local system which the definition has been bound to and
does any pre-execution configuration of the system.
EXECUTE runs the programme found in the definition.
This may require recursing to lower layers (and subsequently starting from that layer’s CREATE stage). In a parallel context, it is at this stage where the transition from
serial to parallel execution takes place, possibly multiple
times for the completion of this stage’s execution.
CLEAR cleans the system and post-processes any results for their return to the caller (e.g. next higher layer).

The grid infrastructure handles the transition from one
stage to the next. To accommodate the pipelined and
possibly suspended life-cycle of a grid job it is not possible to consider each stage as being an atomic operation.
Rather, it is more practical to add entry and exit states
to each stage. In this manner, three states are possible
for each stage: READY, which is the entry state; ACTIVE,
which represents the stage being actively processed; and
DONE, when the stage has been completed and transition
to the next stage is possible. A grid job starts in the CREATE.READY state, which can be seen as a “blank” grid

Once the Grid5000 infrastructure fulfills its reservation request, the es-bench1e9 script is initiated on one
of the worker nodes on each cluster which has agreed
to provide resources. Listing 2 shows the command
which is actually executed on this leader node. From
this it can be seen the grid infrastructure has added
another layer of wrapping with the oarexecuser.sh
script, and the PicsouGrid application framework has
added script-wrapper.
The script-wrapper, in
turn, is responsible for accessing all the subordinate
worker nodes allocated within the particular cluster (the
6

mygridsub -r "2007-02-05 6:05:00" -l walltime=1,nodes=30 es-bench1e9

Listing 1: Executing parallel Monte Carlo simulation on Grid5000

/bin/sh -c /usr/lib/oar/oarexecuser.sh /tmp/OAR_59658 30 59658 istokes-rees \
/bin/bash ˜/proc/fgrillon1.nancy.grid5000.fr/submit N script-wrapper \
˜/bin/script-wrapper fgrillon1.nancy.grid5000.fr \
˜/es-bench1e9

Listing 2: Command executed on leader node for each Grid5000 cluster

job. Once the system or user has completed their definition of the actions for that layer (done by entering CREATE.ACTIVE), the grid job finishes in the CREATE.DONE
state. At some later point, the grid infrastructure is able
to bind the job to a resource, and later still prepare the
bound node(s) for execution. When the node(s) are ready
the grid job can execute, and finally, once the execution
is complete, the grid job can be cleared.
We have developed this model to be applied recursively at the various layers shown in Figure 1. The layering also includes the software systems, and is arbitrary
to a particular grid environment. For example, a grid
job could be in the state “CLUSTER/BIND.READY”, indicating that a cluster-level job description has been prepared, and now the grid job (or this portion of it) is
waiting for the cluster layer of the grid infrastructure
to make a binding decision to submit the job to a particular queue. The queue, in turn, would have to allocate the job to a particular host, and so on. In the case
of distributed asynchronous parallelism, where different
parts of the computation may be in different states, layers
can be enumerated such as “CORE[1]/EXECUTE.READY”
and “CORE[2]/EXECUTE.DONE”. The context for a particular state when there are parallel processes as part of the
same grid job is based on the enumerated state of the
higher level layers, noting that recursion to lower layers only happens when a particular layer is in the EXECUTE.ACTIVE state. In this way, a notation using the
prepended chain of higher layers and commencing with
the grid job identifier is possible. In a URL context, some
examples of this are shown in Listing 3.
This example shows generic layer labels, as
taken from Figure 1, however these can also
be replaced by a specific label.
For example, the state label http://www.example.com/

ging, time stamping, a monitoring. In many cases (e.g.
Grid5000 and EGEE) we do not have access to the internals of the grid infrastructure and either do not have
visibility of some of the state transitions or are only able
to identify state transitions and time stamps during postprocessing of grid job logs made available once the job
is complete.
This model has allowed us to gather behaviour and
performance details for a consistent comparison between
three key aspects of any parallel grid application: the grid
infrastructure impact; the parallelization framework; and
the core application code. It is the basis for all the monitoring and timing information which is provided in the
results presented in Section 5. We finish this overview
with Figure 2 which is a simplified grid network snapshot showing the state of various entities contributing
to a fictitious small parallel computation. It shows two
sites, each with two clusters. Three of the clusters have
started executing the grid job on their worker nodes, and
those six workers are in different states, while one cluster is making binding decisions regarding which workers
to execute on.

4 Grid Efficiency Metrics

This work has focused on establishing a foundation for
coupled parallel simulation on the grid, and as such does
not focus on parallel speed-up per se. To simplify the experiments presented here and to highlight the issues introduced by the grid infrastructure and parallel computing environment we have only executed the first stage of
the parallel computation, and removed the synchronization at the end of the Monte Carlo simulations. In this
way, the experimental jobs appear to be embarrassingly
parallel. The work presented here focuses on the capabilgrid/jobs/Job2030/sophia.inria.fr/helios
/helios22/cpu0/jvm-15542/PREPARE.ACTIVE
would ities and characteristics of the underlying grid infrastructell us that part of grid job 2030 is executing at the ture to provide for such application-level parallelism. In
this environment, we define four metrics relevant to our
sophia.inria.fr site, on the helios cluster, on the
problem domain:
helios22 node, running on cpu0, and the Java JVM with
process ID 15542. Of course if job 2030 is a parallel job, Time window unit-job through put This metric counts
other parts of this job may be in other states on other the number of “unit jobs” executed by the grid infrassites and hosts.
tructure in a fixed time window. Typically the time winWhile this model has been developed with the inten- dow is taken from the start of the earliest computation
tion to incorporate it into a larger grid workload man- to the end of the last computation, although this can be
agement system, the current model is only used for log- “time shifted” to align each cluster start-time as t = 0.
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http://www.example.com/grid/jobs/Job1000/SITE/BIND.ACTIVE
http://www.example.com/grid/jobs/Job2030/CLUSTER/HOST/JVM[1]/PREPARE.ACTIVE
http://www.example.com/grid/jobs/Job2030/CLUSTER/HOST/JVM[2]/EXECUTE.DONE
http://www.example.com/grid/jobs/Job2030/CLUSTER/HOST/JVM[3]/EXECUTE.ACTIVE
http://www.example.com/grid/jobs/Job2750/SITE/HOST/CORE[1]/EXECUTE.ACTIVE

Listing 3: Examples of unified grid job states as URLs

Grid5000

sophia.inria.fr

helios

rennes.inria.fr

paravent

sol

parasol

BIND.ACTIVE

helios22

helios37

PREP.ACTIVE

EXE.READY

sol05
EXE.ACTIVE

sol06
EXE.DONE

parasol110
PREP.ACTIVE

parasol111
EXE.ACTIVE

Figure 2: A simple example of a parallel grid job state snapshot on Grid5000. Nodes without an explicit state are implicitly
in the state EXE.ACTIVE, which is the only valid state for entering into a lower layer.

A “unit job” is some standard job unit which is representative of the application and clearly defined. This would
always take the same amount of time for serial execution. This metric measures the capacity and bulk efficiency of the grid infrastructure for a particular grid task.
If the number of grid nodes (processors/cores) is somehow fixed, this gives a comparative performance measure
of the grid.

ficiency at the level of each core would be calcualted by
summing the core occupancy times for each processor,
while the host efficiency would be the total time the particular host for that processor was in use during the calculation of the unit job (even if the particular processor
was finished), and the cluster-level efficiency would take
the occupancy time of the full cluster for each unit-job,
regardless of whether the host or processor occupancy
time was much shorter.

Speed-up efficiency limit With some reference system
serial calculation time for a unit job, the speed-up efficiency is defined as the time taken for the reference
system to process N unit-jobs divided by the total occupancy time at a particular grid layer required to compute the same N unit-jobs. The metric assumes zero
communication time for parallel jobs. For example, a
cluster containing 40 cores is occupied for 70 seconds,
and in this time completes 200 unit jobs. The reference
system serial calculation time for a unit job is 1.2 seconds. The speed-up efficiency limit for the given cluster
is (200 × 1.2)/(40 × 70) = 240/280 = 85.7%. Of
course it is possible that the unit-job computation time
for a given system is better than that of the reference system, in which case the speed-up efficiency limit may be
> 100%. This metric is in contrast to the common definition of speed-up which simply calculates the parallel
compute time for a homogeneous cluster of N systems
compared to the serial compute time on a single processor from the same system. In this case the speed-up limit
would always be N and the speed-up efficiency limit 1.
Equation 1 defines this metric, where nunitJob is the total number of unit jobs completed by the grid system,
nprocs is the number of processors contributing to the total computation time, and ti represents the wall time of
the occupancy of that layer of the grid. For instance, ef-

nunitJob × tref
Pnprocs
ti
i=1

(1)

Weighted speed-up efficiency limit When there is some
knowledge of the relative performance of each processor within the grid, the weighted speed-up efficiency can
be calculated, which takes into account the best performance which can be expected from each contributing processor. Equation 2 defines this, where wi is the
weighting factor and is proportional to the relative performance of the processor (higher values mean higher
performance). We do not make use of this metric here as
no common benchmarks were available at the time the
experiments were run. It is planned to build a profile of
every node and utilise this in performance prediction and
a priori load partitioning.
nunitJob × tref
Pnprocs
ti /wi
i=1

(2)

Occupancy efficiency This measures what fraction of
the total time available for computation was actually
used by the application, measured at the various layers
within the grid. This is defined by Equation 3, where
ncompUnits indicate the number of computational units
(e.g. hosts, cores, VMs, threads, processes) available at
8

that layer. The figures found in Section 5 show nodeef f
and simef f which are the node and simulator occupancy
efficiency respectively. Values less than 100% indicate
that wastage has occurred and the application had a reservation for a computational unit which it did not utilise.
ti
i=1
ncompUnits × treservation

70

60

50

(3)

Core index

PncompU nits

capricorne.lyon.grid5000.fr
node=(94.4,1.2)s sim=(90.6,1.6)s
nodeeff=96.6% simeff=92.7%

5 Parallel Experiments on the Grid

40

30

20

The starting point for discussing parallel Monte Carlo
simulation on the grid is to understand an ideal situation. Ideally all available computing resources would
be used at 100% of capacity for the duration of their
reservation performing exclusively Monte Carlo simulations. The time to merge results would be zero, and
there would be no communications overhead, latencies,
or blocking due to synchronization or bottle necks. This
is the classic definition of “linear speed-up”, modified
for a grid environment by adjusting expected “optimal”
results according to the relative power of each individual resource (i.e. weighting results according to some
benchmark). In reality, as discussed in Section 4, there
are many parameters which have an impact on the actual performance of a parallel Monte Carlo simulation.
As the following results will show, predictable coordinated access to resources within a single cluster can be
difficult, and synchronization of resources between clusters or sites even harder. Due to this observation, the
work here focused on identifying the issues which lead
to poor resource synchronization, and to facilitate evaluation of resource capability. In order to do this, the
following results eliminate coordinated simulation and
merging of results, and only initiate independent partial
Monte Carlo simulations. All the following experiments
were performed in early March 2007 on Grid5000, using
all available sites, clusters, and nodes. The figure headings show the statistics for the time spent in the states
NODE.EXECUTE.ACTIVE and SIMULATOR.EXECUTE.ACTIVE
in the form node = (M, S)s and sim = (M, S)s where
M is the mean time in seconds and S is the standard deviation. nodeef f is the node occupancy efficiency, and
simef f the simulator occupancy efficiency, as defined in
Equation 3. The “simulator” is the part of the application
where the Monte Carlo simulation is executed, excluding
any software startup (i.e. JVM initiation), configuration,
and tear-down time.
Figure 3 shows an almost ideal situation where 60
cores running on 30 hosts from the same cluster all start
processing within a second of each other, run their allocated simulations for the same duration (around 90 seconds, shown by the black “life line”), and complete in
a time window of a few seconds. This provides a simulation efficiency of 92.7%, and we take this to be our
“cluster-internal” efficiency standard.
By contrast, some clusters showed node (host) and
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0
4090.4

4090.6

4090.8

4091

4091.2 4091.4 4091.6 4091.8
Minutes after first submission

4092

4092.2

4092.4

Figure 3: Realistic optimal parallel Monte Carlo simulation, with 92.7% occupancy efficiency.

core start and finish windows of several minutes, as seen
in Figure 4. This particular example consists of 240 dualCPU nodes, representing 480 cores. A simulation efficiency of only 43.1% was achieved, indicating that the
resources were idle for the majority of the reservation
time (the time outside of the black life-lines). Furthermore, the majority of this idle time was in the finishing
window, where only a few inexplicably slow nodes delayed completion of the computation on the node block
within the cluster. The space prior to the start of the
simulator life-line is due to grid infrastructure delays in
launching the node- or core-level process (i.e. due to
delays in the CLUSTER.PREPARE stage) – again, wasted
computing time when the job held a reservation for the
node and core, but failed to utilise it.
idpot.grenoble.grid5000.fr
node=(469.8,6.2)s sim=(457.9,8.5)s
nodeeff=97.8% simeff=95.3%
1320

1310

1300

Core index

1290

1280
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1260

1250

1240

1230
2850

2852

2854

2856

2858
2860
2862
Minutes after first submission

2864

2866

2868

2870

Figure 5: NTP configuration problems leading to clock
skew of seconds to several minutes on certain
nodes

Another common issue across many sites within
9

devgdx002.orsay.grid5000.fr
node=(133.9,19.6)s sim=(118.2,23.2)s
node =48.8% sim =43.1%
eff

eff

1000
950
900

Core index

850
800
750
700
650
600
550
500
151.5

152

152.5

153

153.5

154

154.5

155

155.5

156

156.5

Minutes after first submission

Figure 4: Cluster exhibiting significant variation in node start and finish times, resulting in an occupancy efficiency of
< 50%.

helios.sophia.grid5000.fr
node=(98.6,24.8)s sim=(91.1,19.2)s
node =70.0% sim =64.6%
eff

eff

1240

1220

1200

Core index

Grid5000 was the clock-skew due to poorly configured
NTP services, or miss configured time-zones (i.e. certain nodes believing they are in a different time zone and
therefore reporting a time-stamp exactly one hour different from their cluster neighbours). This can be seen
in Figure 5. Many parallel and distributed computing
libraries rely heavily on well-synchronized timestamps,
not to mention network services such as NFS. The effect
of this clock-skew is unpredictable but certainly undesirable, not to mention the difficulty it introduces when
attempting to take timestamps and track performance, as
these activities typically must be done locally due to the
complexity of trying to centralise all logging within a
large distributed parallel computing system.
Figure 6 shows a situation where a supposedly uniform cluster of dual-core dual-CPU 2.2 GHz AMD
Opteron nodes had a dramatic variance in the completion time, both on the inter-node (between hosts), and
intra-node (different cores within the same host) completion time. This led to an average computation completion time of 99 seconds, with a standard deviation of
25 seconds, and resulted in only a 64.6% computation
efficiency. Approximately two thirds of the nodes completed their simulations in 82 seconds, however the remaining third took around 133 seconds. If this sort of
behaviour was very rare it could be ignored, however this
study suggests that it occurs with sufficient frequency to
be a major concern for communicating parallel computa-

1180

1160

1140

1120

1100
1498

1498.5

1499
1499.5
Minutes after first submission

1500

1500.5

Figure 6: Dedicated cluster of uniform nodes showing
wide variation in performance

tions, and even for embarrassingly parallel computations
where the division of the workload may be done based on
inaccurate static measures for the relative performance of
a node.
Finally, we return to the question of coordinated crosscluster (and cross-site) parallel computing. Besides inherent technical issues present when attempting regular
communications across long network segments, it is dif-
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Queue, Execute, and Clear time windows
Grid job submitted: 2007−03−07 16h30

effect on time scale). This is not a surprising result given
the nature of Grid5000 and the style of computations
which are done on it, namely experimental (therefore
usually less than one hour) parallel and distributed computing. At any given time it is expected that the clusters
will be full with jobs which require blocks of nodes, and
for the queue to contain multi-node jobs as well, therefore newly submitted jobs would expect to wait at least
several hours to both make it to the front of the queue and
for the requisite block of nodes to be available. While
Grid5000 provides simultaneous submission of jobs, it
does not coordinate reservations and queues, so the individual clusters became available at different times. Using normalised cluster start-times, all the unit-job computations took place in a 274.2 second time window, for
a total execute stage time block of 1270 cores × 274.2
seconds = 348234 core·seconds = 96.7 core·hours. Compared with a reference unit-job execution time of 67.3
seconds, the speed-up efficiency limit, as given in Equation 1, is (1270 cores × 67.3 seconds)/ 96.7 core·hours =
25.5%. Figure 8 shows the start-time aligned execution
phase for each cluster. An obvious conclusion from this
is the need to partition the computational load in such
a way that the faster nodes are given more work, rather
than remain idle while the grid job waits for the slowest
nodes to complete.
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Figure 7: Light grey boxes indicate queuing or clearing
time, dark grey boxes indicate execution time.
This graph illustrates the difficulty in coordinated cross-site on-demand parallel computing.
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window for grid job execution. This shows
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waiting for slow nodes to complete.
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ficult to satisfy on demand requests for grid-wide multinode reservations. There is the initial challenge of immediate availability, and then the subsequent challenge
of promptly completing and confirming the distributed
node reservations and the requisite site, node, or cluster preparation (pre-execution configuration). Figure 7
shows an example of such a situation for a 1270-core
multi-cluster job, where a request for approximately 80%
of the reported available nodes from each cluster was
made at a fixed point in time, and most clusters took over
an hour before this request could be fulfilled. One cluster took two and a half days (not shown in figure due to

Figure 9: Even with reservations for cross-site synchronized parallel computing it is difficult to coordinate resource acquisition. Light grey boxes
show waiting time, dark boxes show execution
time.

A more realistic multi-cluster parallel grid job uses explicit cluster and node reservation. Figure 9 shows the
results of a multi-cluster reservation for a large block of
nodes per cluster at a fixed time of 6:05 AM CET (5:05
UTC), approximately 18 hours after the reservation was
made. It was manually confirmed in advance that the requested resources should be available on all clusters, and
a reduction in the number of nodes was made to provide
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for a margin of unexpectedly failed nodes. The 5 minute
offset from the hour was to provide the grid and cluster
infrastructures with time to clean and restart the nodes
after previous reservations ending at 6 AM were completed. In fact, this result does not include clusters which
completely failed to respect the reservation or failed to
initiate the job, and also three clusters with abnormal behaviour: two where the leader node failed to initiate the
task on the workers, and one where the task commenced
three hours late. It can be seen that only five clusters,
consisting of approximately half of the 800 cores, were
able to start the computation within a minute of the reservation. This poses serious problems for coordinated, prescheduled, pre-planned multi-cluster parallel computations, since it suggests it is difficult to have disparate
clusters available during the same time window. The
Lille cluster shows grey box for waiting time after execution, due to problems with synchronizing data from
worker nodes back to leader node and user home directory. Other nodes also have this stage, but it takes < 1s
so is not visible at this scale (see paravent-dev.inisa.fr).

6 Conclusions and Perspectives
These studies have quantitatively revealed the difficulties with executing coordinated cross-cluster and crosssite parallel computational tasks. The layered state machine model from Section 3.2 for grid jobs has facilitated
detailed tracking of state transitions through the various
layers of the grid, and been a part of identifying misconfigured clusters and nodes. The metrics defined in
Section 4 provide measures which suggest a 90 − 95%
occupancy efficiency at the cluster level is reasonable if
the clusters are correctly configured and operating normally. Regarding parallel computing at the cluster level,
it is clear that heterogeneity is rampant, even when a
cluster claims it is composed of identical machines. Latencies in binding grid tasks to particular nodes, and initiation of tasks on a particular core can introduce delays
of several seconds to minutes. This presents two major challenges for parallel computing on the grid: i) synchronization of the task start time; and ii) partitioning of
the computational load. While static measures of relative performance on a cluster or node level are valuable,
it is clear that these cannot always be trusted, hence it is
reasonable to imagine the need for dynamic, applicationlayer determination of node performance prior to the initiation of parallel computations. Ideally this responsibility would be taken by the grid infrastructure (and by implication the cluster owner), however the federated and
unreliable nature of grids suggests the user or application needs to manage this for the present. At the level
of cross-cluster parallel computing the key challenges
are coordinated reservation and start-up. The work here
has not yet investigated what granularity of computations are practical, however the start-up delays and unreliable fulfillment of reservations suggest that “contrib-

utory best-effort” Monte Carlo simulators may be appropriate, where simulators enter and exit a simulator pool
in a dynamic peer-to-peer fashion, and are acquired by
a simulation manager and assigned to particular computations “on demand”, rather than with a simulation manager expecting a set of simulators based on a prior reservation.
The future work for PicsouGrid is to implement and
deploy American option pricing algorithms which factor in the heterogeneous and dynamically varying state
of available grid resources, to evaluate the degree of
parallelism which can be achieved, and at what cost,
and to discover the performance impacts of real crosscluster communicating parallel computations in a grid
environment. It will also be important to evaluate PicsouGrid on other grid infrastructures such as EGEE,
who over the last year have put specific effort into the
parallel computing capabilities of gLite and the grid
middleware[21][22]. Once a foundation for parallel
computing on the grid has been established, the operational requirements for on-demand option pricing will
need to be evaluated. This will comprise a combination
of response time performance of American option pricing algorithms, throughput of a larger multi-user pricing application deployed on the grid, and the dynamicity
and fault-tolerance of the application in the presence of
changing grid resources.
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